Treasure Hunt Clues 2021
Starting point is in the Public Car Park next to Mullally's Pub. On leaving the car park
turn left and go up the hill. The course of the hunt then follows the Liss loop. All clues
can be solved from the road and there is no need to enter anyone's private property and
we would ask you to respect this. Please be carefull with the traffic especially with small
children. Each clue follows the next as you move round the route.
1. As we leave the car park we all need to be together. So where is Murcu?
2. Under a watching Mentor, what do you get to drink twice outside o'SHEA-BAR?
3. Under four straight lines what do I get in Irish?
4. On golden Diamond I rest on my stick so whats on my back?
5. When stood on the edge what can be dangerous?
6. What would you notice not to do to dying plants?
7. It's stop going one way and 12121 in the other. So who do you think is turning left?
8. On a sweeping black curve 5 Poles are stand at how many bars? There's plenty of rock
behind then.
9. If you got through the gate how many steps into the sky?
10. If four smokers look down on new works what colour are the walls?
11. After 16 post are holding back the earth who is waiting on the corner?
12. Who is telling us that there is no place to play?
13. At this farm what got newly laid under a 9 bar gate?
14. In this animal playground what species is welcoming as you walk past?
15. A yellow man points to how many steps in the sky?
16. If you see a motorcycle what colour can you sit on outside the door?
17. Glass, glass, glass even what creature in mid air?
18. If you enter through red what is hung either side?
19. After turning 2 corners, you come across 3 rocks. There is only one what right on the
top?
20 What is glass behind glass behind three gates?
21. What colour are the numbers to let you in?
22. What colour am I if I catch letters on the left?
23. If my initials are SO and I lurk in the bushes what colour is my skin?
24. If it's yellow on black and white on red what are these people up to?
25. If it is plastic, rather than glass that helps with the growing. How many sections does
it come in?
26. At 01826960 count the steps?
27. Who's at it all day in a green box?
28. If you can see through the round one what should be out at sea?
29. Behind a rock wall, what instrument is for a private service?
30. What name is ADA watching?
31. What sort of cave would have green windows?
32. Where you stop what name is in stone?
33. Now to the end. Meanwhile what are they doing at home?
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